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SELECT XLS White
Representing an unbeatable combination of performance, style and control the Herschel Select
XLS is the ultimate in infrared heating.
Select XLS incorporates the latest innovation in control with Herschel’s SMART-R technology
integrated into the panel. SMART-R allows the heater to be controlled with our XLS thermostats
(sold separately) for simple, easy to use, smartphone-enabled efficient heating, or even voice
control when used with Alexa or Google Assistant.
Finished with design and simplicity in mind this super-slim, plug and play frameless panel
is straightforward to use. The heater comes with a UK plug and can be easily mounted with
Herschel’s EASYFIX mounting system. Optional feet are available for portable use. For a professional
installation the plug can be removed and the panel can be hard wired to the mains and ceiling or
wall mounted.
Herschel Select XLS delivers all the benefits of low energy, efficient infrared heating. Zero light, zero
noise and maintenance free. Built with sustainability in mind, Select XLS is built from high quality,
solid-state components designed for optimum performance and longevity. Our packaging is close
to 100% recyclable and designed the heater so over 95% of it is fully recyclable at end of life - it’s
the perfect choice for both homes and businesses looking for a low carbon and low environmental
impact heating solution.
Beautifully discreet in appearance, the space-saving Select XLS White comes complete with a 5
year warranty. Fully compliant with European energy saving regulation (Lot 20) with your choice of
XLS thermostat control (sold separately). Select XLS is certified to appropriate country standards as
well as rigorous testing by TÜV.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
SURFACE:
COLOUR:
REAR PANEL:
FRAME:
SURFACE TEMPERATURE:
VOLTAGE:
PROTECTION CLASS:
CABLE:

Aluminium
White (RAL: 9003)
Steel
Frameless
Approx. 85oC - 105oC (wall), 95oC - 115oC (ceiling)
220-240 V, 50/60Hz
IP44
1.8m power cable with plug

INSTALLATION:

Wall or ceiling* mounted

*For ceiling mounting, use suitable fixings or connect to ceiling joist to secure heaters safely

CERTIFICATES:
WARRANTY:

5 years
(Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for more
detail including exclusions)

6 REASONS WHY
✔ 100% natural

AVAILABLE MODELS

Select XLS

Model

✔ Heats objects, not the air

Part No.

Dimensions

Weight

Rated Power
@240V

Heated Area

XLS300W

30 x 90 x 1.6 cm

5.5kg

300W

5-7m2

✔ Reduced energy use

XLS400W

60 x 60 x 1.6 cm

6.5kg

400W

6-8m2

✔ Maintenance free

XLS600W

60 x 85 x 1.6 cm

8.5kg

600W

11-13m2

XLS800W

60 x 120 x 1.6 cm

11.5kg

800W

13-18m2

18kg

1100W

15-24m2

XLS1100W 60 x 155 x 1.6 cm

The heated areas are an indicative guide only. The actual heated area will depend on the heat
loss of the room which is influenced by many factors including construction type, external walls,
window area and insulation levels. Always use the Herschel online calculator or contact your
dealer or installer for an accurate specification. The Select XLS panel comes with one EASY-FIX
mounting bracket. When installed, the front of the panel will extend a total of 5cm from the wall.
The panel will radiate heat into the room and will perform best when mounted in a position free
of any direct obstructions such as a sofa. Refer to installation instructions for full details.

✔ Less damp and mould

✔ CO2 free when used with
renewable energy

5
warranty

